
OPTIMA vaginal toning balls help strengthen the pubococcygeus (PC) 
muscle to prevent and overcome urinary incontinence, prepare for and 
recover from childbirth, and maintain vaginal tightness for improved 
sexual response and stronger orgasms. Added weight resistance 
promotes progressive results through continuous routine, leading to 
improved urinary continence and enhanced sensations for both part-
ners during intimacy. Internal weight of pleasure balls roll with body 
movement resulting in induced vibrations leading to subtle stimulation 
and pleasure. Discreet, effective, convenient, comfortable and pleasur-
able. Phthalate-free, latex-free, PVC-free. 100% silicone exterior is 
non-porous, velvety smooth, body-safe and easy to clean.
UPC: 784656756541 #7565 1000

“Sinclair Institute designs products that are naturally healthy, non-invasive 
and effective solutions to improve sexual health and well-being,  and that  
help couples connect intimately in whole new ways.”
—Yvonne K. Fulbright, PhD, MSEd

Sinclair Institute Select®
Optima Vaginal Toning Balls

Visit SinclairSelect.com

8” length; 1.25” diameter balls; 3.25” retrieval cord

Sinclair Institute SELECT ®

®Healthy Pleasure. Healthy Play.
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Distributed by Eldorado Trading Company
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5x Body Blossom 
Massager

Gia Curved 
G Spot 
Massager
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  Soft, sturdy TPR sleeve fits snugly over penis shaft for a stronger, longer-lasting 
erection. Textured, ribbed exterior adds girth. Stretchy ring fits comfortably 
around the testicles for a more powerful orgasm. Textured, touch-activated 
clitoral vibrator adds hands-free satisfaction for her. Water-resistant, removable 
multi-speed bullet vibe. Phthalate-free; latex-free; PVC-free TPR. 
UPC: 784656743046 #7430 2400 5 x AG13—

+3.75” x 5.5” x 1.75”

Clear sleeve extends penis a full 3”; adds girth to entire length of penis. Supple TPR 
material feels like real skin, allowing both partners to enjoy sensations equally. 
Ideal for deeper penetration pleasure for her. Stretchy TPR love ring maintains 
a firmer erection longer. 3 speed, water-resistant removable vibrating bullet. 
Phthalate-free; latex-free; PVC-free TPR. 
UPC: 784656742742 #7427 2400 8” x 1.5” 3 x LR44 (included)—

+

Invisi-Vibe
Vibrating Panty Vibe

Silicone Explorers 
Anal Explorer Set

Enhance Couples
Love Ring

Fulfill Penis
Extension Kit

12 Ways to 
Boost Your Libido

Beautiful, uniquely designed dual G spot-clitoral massager. Flexible; adjusts to 
body’s natural curves. Ribbed flower provides full clitoral stimulation. 5 power-
ful functions; easy push button. Water-resistant removeable bullet massager. 
Phthalate-free; latex-free; PVC-free TPR
UPC: 784656681843 #6818 6900

4 x AG13 (8 included)—
+5” x 3.5” x 1.25”

7 function G spot massager features vibration and pulsation; separate on/off     
button. Specially designed soft rubber tip to please the G spot. Uniquely designed 
shape fits every curve. Easy to use push button controls speed and pulsations. 
Water-resistant, phthalate-free, latex and PVC-free ABS and TPR.
UPC: 784656900340 #9003 0098

5.5” x 1.3” 2 x AAA (not included)—
+

Elegantly etched glass G spot wand provides comfortable insertion; rounded 
handle for maximum control. Connects easily with the G spot. Easily conducts 
hot or cold temperatures. Easy to clean; can be boiled. Non-porous, ultra-
hygienic, phthalate-free and lead-free.
UPC: 784656900746 #9007 0000

6” x 1.5”

Crystal G 
Glass G Spot 
Wand

Slips discreetly into panties, where special contoured curves work with her 
anatomy to keep vibe in place. Removable, push button, silky smooth bullet 
delivers 3 powerful speeds of vibration. Pleasure bumps enhance the sensations. 
Powerful vibrating bullet is removeable and can be used alone. Water-resistant, 
phthalate-free, latex and PVC-free TPR.
UPC: 784656900142 #9001 0000

Progressively sized anal probes. Tapered probes are easy to use and comfortable 
for beginners and experienced users alike. Stretchy finger ring fits snugly to provide 
control, safety and extended reach. Silicone is easy to clean; can be boiled. Non-
porous, ultra-hygienic, phthalate-free and waterproof.
UPC: 784654900647 #9006 0000

2”, 2.5” and 3” insertable

Designed for women to understand how tantalizing 
techniques can enhance pleasure and desire. Four loving couples demonstrate 
intoxicating positions, G spot stimulation, fantasy role playing, great toys, 
cunnilingus lessons for him, anal stimulation, quickies in and out of the shower, 
sensual massage, plus a vast array of other erotic pleasures. 60 minutes.
UPC:  784656752895 #7550-2500

2 x AG-5 (included)—
+3.75” X 1.75”
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